4. PARI-MUTUEL FOOTBALL BETS

4.1 Pari-mutuel Betting

(a) The Operator may decide from time to time to offer which types of Pari-mutuel Football Bets on a nominated Match or Matches.

(b) The Operator may decide from time to time the Unit Bet or Partial Unit Bet for each Pari-mutuel Football Bet type.

(c) Dividends will be declared to the Unit Bet or Partial Unit Bet for each Pari-mutuel Football Bet type.

(d) Where the total winning investment on the winning combination is less than the Unit Bet amount, subject to Rule 4.1(e), the Dividend will be declared to the minimum Partial Unit Bet and the Dividend for a Football Bet in excess of the minimum Partial Unit Bet will be paid by reference to the multiplicand.

(e) For Pari-mutuel Betting, the Dividend will always be declared to a Unit Bet. The Backer placing a Partial Unit Bet on such winning combination will be paid such part of the declared Dividend as the Partial Unit Bet bears to the Unit Bet and the unpaid balance of the declared Dividend shall be credited to the Jackpot Pool.

(f) Dividends will be exhibited to the public at the places designated for that purpose or will otherwise be announced by the Operator in such manner as it may determine.

(g) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends or Refunds based on a referee’s declaration, any subsequent amendment on such declaration as determined by the referee or decision by the relevant body which may affect the qualification of such Dividends or Refunds will be ignored for payment purposes of those Dividends or Refunds.

4.2 Jackpot
(a) The amount standing to the credit of a Jackpot Pool in respect of a particular Football Bet type will be carried forward and such amount as shall be determined by the Operator shall be deducted therefrom to be the Jackpot and allocated to and aggregated with a Net Pool in respect of the same Football Bet type to be specified by the Operator.

(b) In the event that there is no subsequent Net Pool of the same Football Bet type available, the amount standing to the credit of a Jackpot Pool in respect of a particular Football Bet type will be allocated to and aggregated with the Net Pool of an alternative Football Bet type to be determined by the Operator.

(c) The Operator shall determine the period of time over which a Jackpot Pool may be carried forward.

(d) In the event that, in respect of the Net Pool to which a Jackpot has been allocated and is to be aggregated, the winning combination is unbacked or there is a Void Match, the Jackpot shall not be aggregated with that Net Pool but will be credited back to the Jackpot Pool from which it was deducted.

(e) Prior to the commencement of Betting for a particular Football Bet type, the Operator may announce that no deduction will be made from a Net Pool in respect of that particular Football Bet type to the relevant Jackpot Reserve Pool but that the Net Pool and the Jackpot, if any, allocated thereto will be allocated for Dividend calculation.

4.3 Jackpot Reserve Deduction and Jackpot Reserve Pool

The Operator may:

(a) determine the percentage of any Jackpot Reserve Deduction;

(b) credit to a Jackpot Reserve Pool the Jackpot Reserve Deduction of a Net Pool;

(c) determine the period of time over which a Jackpot Reserve Pool may be carried forward and the limit, if any, to be imposed on the total amount which may be carried forward in the Jackpot Reserve Pool; and
(d) determine the amount to be transferred from the Jackpot Reserve Pool to supplement the Jackpot Pool for a particular Football Bet type.

4.4 Multi-Match HaFu

(a) Form of Betting

A Backer may bet on both the Half Time Results and the Full Time Results in all of the Matches nominated by the Operator.

(b) Dividend Qualification

(i) A Multi-Match HaFu Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend for the: (i) “winning combination” if it has correctly selected both the Half Time Results and the Full Time Results in all of the Matches nominated by the Operator; or (ii) “consolation combination” if it has correctly selected both the correct Half Time Results and Full Time Results, regardless of order, in all but one of the Matches nominated by the Operator.

(ii) The Operator may determine the percentage of amount allocated to the Net Pool in calculating the Dividend of both the “winning combination” and the “consolation combination”.

(iii) The Dividend for the “winning combination” at all times shall be at least double the Dividend for the “consolation combination”.

(iv) Any Football Bet which has selected the “winning combination” is not eligible to receive any Dividend for the “consolation combination”.

(v) If either the “winning combination” or the “consolation combination” is unbacked, the respective percentage amount allocated to the “winning combination” or the “consolation combination” shall be credited to the Jackpot Pool.
(vi) Should one or more of the nominated Matches become Void Matches, Dividends for the “winning combination” will be paid to those Multi-Match HaFu Football Bets correctly selecting the Half Time Results and Full Time Results in the remaining nominated Matches, disregarding the Void Matches. No Dividend will be paid for the “consolation combination” in the same circumstances.

(vii) If all of the nominated Matches are Void Matches, any Jackpot allocated shall be credited back to the Jackpot Pool and all Multi-Match HaFu Football Bets will be refunded.

(viii) Notwithstanding Rules 4.4(b)(v) and 4.4(b)(vi), the Operator may announce before the commencement of Betting for a particular Multi-Match HaFu Pool that Rule 4.2(e) shall be applied and that if the winning combination is unbacked, the winning combination eligible for Dividend will be deemed to be the correct Half Time Results and Full Time Results in all the nominated Matches except the Full Time Result of the last nominated Match, disregarding any Void Matches; if still unbacked, except the last nominated Match; if still unbacked, except the last nominated Match and the Full Time Result of the second last nominated Match and so on until there is a winning Multi-Match HaFu Football Bet eligible for Dividend. Where this process of counting back of results is used by the Operator to deem a winning combination then no Dividend will be paid for the “consolation combination”.

4.5 **Double HaFu Score**

(a) **Form of Betting**

A Backer may bet on both the Half Time Score and the Official Score for each of two Matches nominated by the Operator.

(b) **Dividend Qualification**
(i) A Double HaFu Score Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if the Backer has selected correctly both the Half Time Score and the Official Score in each of the two nominated Matches.

(ii) If the correct Half Time Scores and Official Scores in both nominated matches are unbacked, any Jackpot allocated and the Net Pool shall be credited to the Jackpot Pool.

(iii) If one or both of the nominated Matches is/are abandoned after the First Half has been completed, any Jackpot allocated shall be credited back to the Jackpot pool and the Half Time Score will be regarded as the winning selection of such abandoned Match(es).

(iv) Subject to Rule 4.5(b)(iii), if both nominated Matches become Void Matches, any Jackpot allocated shall be credited back to the Jackpot Pool and all Double HaFu Score Football Bets will be refunded.

(v) Subject to Rule 4.5(b)(iii), if one of the nominated Matches becomes a Void Match, any Jackpot allocated shall be credited back to the Jackpot Pool. Dividends will be paid to those Double HaFu Score Football Bets correctly selecting the Half Time Score and the Official Score of the other nominated Match.

(vi) Subject to Rule 4.5(b)(iii), if one of the nominated Matches becomes a Void Match and the winning combination of the other nominated Match is unbacked, i.e. no Backer has selected correctly the Half Time Score and the Official Score, any Jackpot allocated and the Net Pool shall be credited to the Jackpot Pool.
(vii) Notwithstanding Rules 4.5(b)(ii) to 4.5(b)(vi), the Operator may announce before the commencement of Betting for a particular Double HaFu Score Pool that Rule 4.2(e) shall be applied and that if the winning combination is unbacked, the winning combination eligible for Dividend will be deemed to be the correct selection of the Half Time Score and Official Score of the first nominated Match plus the Half Time Score of the second nominated Match; if still unbacked, the correct selection of the Half Time Score and Official Score of the first nominated Match; if still unbacked, the correct selection of the Half Time Score of the first nominated Match; if still unbacked, any Jackpot allocated and the Net Pool shall be credited to the Jackpot Pool.